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The calcium-binding signalling protein S100A4 enhances metastasis in a variety of cancers. Despite a wealth of data available, the molecular mechanism by which S100A4 drives metastasis is unknown. Integration of the current knowledge defies straightforward intuitive interpretation and requires computer-aided approaches to represent the complexity emerging from cross-regulating species. Here we carried out a systematic sensitivity analysis of the S100A4 signalling network in order to identify key control parameters for efficient therapeutic intervention. Our approach only requires limited details of the molecular interactions and permits a straightforward integration of the available experimental information. By integrating the available knowledge, we investigated the effects of combined inhibition of signalling pathways. Through selective knockout or inhibition of the network components, we show that the interaction between epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) and S100A4 modulates the sensitivity of angiogenesis development to matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) activity. We also show that, in cells that express high EGFR, MMP inhibitors are not expected to be useful in tumours if high activity of S100A4 is present.

1 Introduction

S100A4 belongs to the S100 family of low-molecular weight calcium-binding proteins that transmit cellular signals through conformational changes mediated by Ca2+ and other ions.1 There are more than 20 known S100 proteins in humans, many of which are tissue- or cell-type specific and have altered expression in some types of cancer.2–4 S100A4 has been reported to be involved in several different processes related to cancer progression.5 In cancer tissues, S100A4 has been found in cytoplasm, nucleus and also in the extracellular matrix.5 The protein is expressed by a variety of cell types in the tumour microenvironment of human breast cancer6 and its increased expression is associated with human colorectal adenocarcinomas.7,8 Early studies have shown that increased levels of S100A4 induce a metastatic phenotype in rodent models of mammary carcinogenesis.9,10 Moreover, knockdown of S100A4 suppresses cell migration and metastasis in osteosarcoma cell lines11 and reduces cell growth and motility in human pancreatic cancer cells.12 S100A4 is preferentially expressed in cells with motile phenotype7 and it influences motility13–15 and invasion16–18 via interactions with myosin IIA (myosin-9) and MMPs, respectively. Several studies report that S100A4 promotes angiogenesis,19,20 Tumours with elevated levels of S100A4 show high vessel density in breast cancer21 where S100A4 stimulates angiogenesis via interactions with annexin II20 and osteopontin (OPN).22 MMPs and their natural inhibitors, tissue inhibitors of matrix metalloproteinases (TIMPs), play a major role in these processes by regulating the degradation of the extracellular matrix and consequently facilitating (or preventing) invasion and tissue remodelling. Interactions between S100A4, MMPs and epithelial–mesenchymal transition (EMT) target genes such as β-catenin and E-cadherin have been shown in different systems.4,5,23 It has also been verified in several models that S100A4 knockdown reduces the expression of MMP genes, thereby suppressing cell migration.18,24 Extracellular S100A4 appears to be involved in EGFR signalling by interacting with EGFR/ErbB2 ligands.25 These interactions have been shown to enhance S100A4 expression26 suggesting potential regulation through positive feedback.4 The possibility of interactions between p53 and S100A4 has previously been debated17,18 and is supported by recent findings showing that S100A4 interacts with p53 and MDM2, indicating that S100A4 promotes p53 degradation.29
Despite abundant data on S100A4 and its interacting partners, the regulatory aspects underlying the bridging role that S100A4 represents between metastasis and angiogenesis is still poorly understood. Consequently, the development of therapies aiming to block targeted components of the S100A4 network is hampered by insufficient understanding of its complex compensatory signalling. Here we apply network analysis to predict the effect of (combined) targeted inhibition \textit{in silico} and to identify the mechanisms and network’s control points that are relevant for the development of successful therapeutic strategies.

2 Methods

2.1 S100A4 network

A signalling network model for S100A4 based on the experimental evidence mentioned previously together with a set of derived networks corresponding to the different biological situations described in the “Results” section were used to study the effects of gene knockout and overexpression on the S100A4 network and to investigate potential therapeutic strategies by selective inhibition of some of the network’s components.

2.2 Modelling framework

We used a quantitative phenomenological modelling framework composed of modules for numerical simulation and analysis to study biological networks in a flexible way (details are found in the companion article). The method allows to efficiently carry out sensitivity analysis of biological networks and thereby to identify key control points where the effect of addition, removal and inhibition of components that can have a high impact on the endpoint(s). Modifications can easily be applied to pre-existing settings, and new entries can be rather easily integrated in the model. Consequently, the effect of gene knockout, overexpression and other perturbations can be tested without a detailed mechanistic knowledge of the underlying interactions. Parameter ranges can be adapted according to available knowledge: from several orders of magnitude in case of poorly characterized processes, to a much narrower range if suggested by accurate experimental information. The system’s response to parameter variation reveals the role of different components. The results are summarized through graphical representations (principal component analysis (PCA) and sensitivity landscape plots). Through this procedure, we can identify control points in the network such as switches (sensitive regions) where small changes yield large effects on the biological outcome (e.g., cell dissociation) or buffers (paths that are robust with respect to external perturbations).

3 Results

We carried out simulations of the S100A4 network as presented in Fig. 1. Thereby, we investigated the combined effects of gene knockout and targeted inhibition by removing nodes and constraining the activities of certain components of the network. Simulation of such modified systems enables the characterization of the effects of therapeutic interventions in quantitative terms and the identification of potential resistance mechanisms. In the following sections we detail the \textit{in silico} response of a series of cases where the network model of S100A4 (see scheme in Fig. 1)
is modified by removal or alteration of the most relevant network components (S100A4, MMPs, EGFR, NF-κB).

3.1 Simulations with a larger network

The S100A4 network scheme represented in Fig. 1 is an approximation of the main processes influencing cell dissociation and capillary growth. To ensure that the outcome of our simulations is independent of the set up of the network, we tested our approach with an extended S100A4 network (see Fig. ESI 1 (ESI†)). The extended network has been enlarged according to references 31–38 and includes 9 additional nodes and 13 additional reactions compared to the network represented in Fig. 1 (this corresponds to an increase of 60% and 42% for nodes and reactions, respectively). We note that in robustness tests, a network able to tolerate a variation of 5–20% in the number of the nodes is considered highly robust.19,40

The results obtained with the enlarged network (see Fig. ESI 2 (ESI†)) are consistent with the ones that correspond to the scheme of Fig. 1 (compare Fig. ESI 2 (ESI†) with Fig. 2 and 3 of the companion article30). This indicates that the effects of S100A4 on the network are reproducible over a wide range of network components considered in the network.

3.2 S100A4 knockout

We emulated S100A4 gene knockout by removing S100A4 (intra- and extracellular) from the node list and consequently all in- and out-pointing edges. This way, we mimic cancer cells that are devoid of S100A4 activity or treatment by an effective S100A4 inhibitor, which may become available in the future.41,42 We then ran simulations with different levels of EGFR activity. Compared to simulations of the complete network set with an initially low S100A4 basal activity level, in response to increasing EGFR activity, the sensitivity to MMPs and TIMPs increases moderately for cell dissociation and strongly for capillary growth whereas their corresponding steady-state levels are not significantly affected (see Fig. 2). We have previously reported that, in the presence of S100A4, the sensitivity of capillary growth to MMPs and TIMPs showed a complex pattern, where two stable regions (insensitive to MMPs and TIMPs activities) could be observed. Knocking out S100A4 abolished this pattern. Instead, a general decrease in sensitivity to MMPs and TIMPs was observed. Interestingly, both MMPs and TIMPs can adopt broader range of activities when S100A4 is knocked down, whereas only the activity of MMPs is shifted to higher values in response to increased levels of EGFR (see the projections on the plane corresponding to variable EGFR activity in Fig. 2).

3.3 Inhibition of MMPs

MMPs are released by the tumour microenvironment and play an important role in cancer progression by enhancing cell motility and invasion.6,43,44 Inhibition of metalloproteinases has been the focus of diverse therapeutic strategies against cancer.45 We therefore simulated MMPs inhibition by eliminating from the full network model the links that influence its activity and constraining its steady-state level to a constant low value of 0.0001. We then followed on the variation of S100A4 in combination with increasing EGFR (see section “S100A4 knockout”). TIMPs do not influence the system (see Fig. ESI 3 (ESI†)).

In the absence of MMPs, S100A4 activity levels correlate to cell dissociation and capillary growth. MMPs inhibition increases the sensitivity of capillary growth to variations, whereas that of
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Fig. 2 S100A4 knockout. Sensitivity of cell dissociation (A) and capillary growth (B). Upper, convex sensitivity surfaces are calculated in response to variation of MMPs activity levels \( \varepsilon_{\text{MMPS}} = \frac{\Delta \ln(X)}{\Delta \ln(\text{MMPS})} \) where \( X = \text{CellDiss} \) (A) or \( X = \text{CapGrowth} \) (B) and are shown in light colours. Lower, concave surfaces are calculated in response to variation of TIMPs activity levels \( \varepsilon_{\text{TIMPS}} = \frac{\Delta \ln(X)}{\Delta \ln(\text{TIMPS})} \) where \( X = \text{CellDiss} \) (A) or \( X = \text{CapGrowth} \) (B) and are shown in dark colours. Projections in the lower planes represent the activity ranges (steady-state values) of MMPs and TIMPs (higher projections, colour code corresponding to the sensitivity surfaces in response to varying MMPs). The lowest projection represents the steady-state values of cell dissociation at low EGFR activity. EGFR levels correspond to basal activity values set to low = 0.001, medium = 0.01 and high = 0.1. Note that an increase in the activity of EGFR results in constraining the activity of MMPs (but not TIMPs) to higher values (see arrows next to the middle surface).
Cell dissociation remains unaltered. In addition, a sensitivity barrier (i.e., a peak of the calculated sensitivity function) between low and high steady-state values of both variables CellDiss and CapGrowth can be observed. The barrier decreases proportionally to EGFR activity (see Fig. 3).

### 3.4 S100A4 knockout and inhibition of MMPs

We subsequently combined the two approaches described in sections “S100A4 knockout” and “Inhibition of MMPs” by simulating systematic variation of EGFR while modulating the activity of NF-κB (TIMPs do not influence the system as in section “Inhibition of MMPs”, see Fig. ESI 4 (ESI†)). This combined approach appears to successfully counter both cell dissociation and capillary growth as indicated by lower steady state levels (see Fig. ESI 4 (ESI†)) and an increase in the sensitivity as a function of EGFR activity (see Fig. 4). The latter is an indication that the system can be under control. However, the system is still able to sustain a regime dictated by high levels of cell dissociation and capillary growth through (very)

Fig. 3 Inhibition of MMPs. Sensitivity of cell dissociation (A) and capillary growth (B) as a function of S100A4 activity. EGFR levels correspond to basal activity values set to low = 0.001, medium = 0.01 and high = 0.1. The barrier separates the system into two states, one where targeted treatment may help (controlled regime) and one where it cannot (metastatic regime).

3.5 Inhibition of EGFR-mediated feedback of S100A4

EGFR-mediated feedback of S100A4 has previously been suggested.4,25,26 We consequently simulated the system without the interactions between EGFR and S100A4 (both intra- and extracellular). Inhibiting EGFR increases the sensitivity of cell dissociation and capillary growth consequently improving controllability. At the same time it restricts MMPs and TIMPs steady-state to higher ranges (Fig. 5A and B compared to Fig. 5C and D). With and without the EGFR-mediated feedback of S100A4, an increase in the concentration of biologically active S100A4 causes a homogeneous reduction of sensitivity without affecting the corresponding steady-state values. In addition,

Fig. 4 Combination of S100A4 knockout and inhibition of MMPs. Sensitivity of cell dissociation (A) and capillary growth (B). NF-κB levels correspond to basal activity values set to low = 0.001, medium = 0.01 and high = 0.1.
EGFR inhibition was sufficient to abolish the formation of multiple regions sensitive to capillary growth separated by the near-zero sensitivity boundaries as observed in Fig. 5D, highlighting the role of the EGFR-mediated positive feedback in the co-regulation between S100A4 and EGFR reported previously⁴ and observed in the PCA applied to steady-state and sensitivity data as a group of variables including S100A4 together with EGFR and NF-κB closely linked to the variable representing capillary growth (Fig. ESI 8 and Text ESI 1.5 (ESI†)).

3.6 The pattern of multiple sensitivity regions depends on EGFR activity

We further investigated in more details the phenomenon described in the previous section. Besides increasing sensitivity of cell dissociation and restricting MMPs and TIMPs to higher steady-state ranges, a more complex effect is observed in the alteration of the capillary growth sensitivity landscape. While no relevant change in CellDiss and CapGrowth steady-state values is observed, the multistable character of the system presenting multiple sensitive regions that rearrange as a function of S100A4 activity (see Fig. 5D) disappears, yielding a homogeneous surface over a wider sensitivity range (Fig. 5B). A more detailed representation of EGFR-mediated feedback as applied to the sensitivity of capillary growth is shown in Fig. 6. Multistable equilibria are observed at intermediate activity of S100A4 (Fig. 6A). This branched pattern of states characterised by low sensitivity disappears with inhibition of EGFR-mediated feedback (Fig. 6B) and consistent behaviour is observable in the PCA.

4 Discussion

S100A4 is used as a prognostic marker for metastatic tumours. This small, metastasis promoting protein occupies a central place in a dense interaction network of cancer-related processes. Extensive experimental evidence connects S100A4 to angiogenesis, invasion and enhanced cell motility in a variety of cancers. In spite of the abundant data, integration of current knowledge in a therapeutic context presents a challenge. Several S100A4-interacting partners have been used as targets for therapeutic intervention in the past, but the intricacy of such
signalling pathways often leads to drug resistance. Quantitative insights are therefore necessary to understand dosage and compensation effects that emerge from complex signalling interactions. Using network-based simulations and biologically relevant yet simplifying assumptions, we could investigate the combined effects of inhibition without detailed knowledge of the interactions between the nodes. Nonlinear effects resulting from feedbacks, pleiotropy and redundancy could therefore be taken into consideration in a global context.

4.1 EGFR-mediated Feedback of S100A4 is responsible for multistable buffering patterns

The knockout of S100A4 or the inhibition of the EGFR-mediated feedback of S100A4 causes the loss of the multistable buffering pattern previously observed in the full S100A4 network (Fig. 5 and 6). We showed that the positive feedback plays a crucial role in the co-regulation between S100A4 and EGFR, reported earlier. This behaviour was further investigated by focusing on a near-zero sensitivity section at intermediate activity of S100A4 (Fig. 5). A branched, broad buffering area insensitive to MMPs and TIMPs fluctuations disappears upon removal of EGFR (Fig. 6). Therefore, in the presence of EGFR, S100A4's activity stabilizes the state of reduced capillary growth (corresponding to low activity of MMPs, see Fig. 5D and 6A). This suggests a positive contribution of S100A4 to the stability of a physiological phenotype in the presence of functional EGFR. Conversely, high S100A4 makes high angiogenic regimes less sensitive to MMPs and TIMPs in the network with inhibited EGFR (Fig. 5B versus Fig. 5D). This shows that S100A4 can have opposite effects on the network dynamics upon inactivation of a single network component. The inactivation of EGFR-mediated feedback of S100A4 is sufficient to reverse the effect of S100A4 turning it into a stabilizing factor for low angiogenic regimes without modifying the corresponding steady-state activity profile. In addition, the described near-zero, branched sensitivity pattern shown in Fig. 6 supports potential multistable states of the system due to fluctuations of MMPs basal activity.

The system can assume intermediate MMPs activity ranges bridging the two extreme regions of the MMPs activity ranges therefore facilitating (stochastic) transitions between controlled and metastatic regimes. Tumour cells containing different concentrations of proteolytically active MMPs may therefore serve as basis for the emergence of cell heterogeneity. This effect is also observable in the PCA of the steady-state activity where a variable cluster including S100A4 and EGFR is most closely associated to capillary growth at intermediate S100A4 activity (Fig. 4 of the companion article). Similar variable clusters are observed in the absence of EGFR where, however, different activity of S100A4 does not affect their relative distances: the pattern is nearly identical over the different activity ranges of S100A4 (Fig. ESI 8 (ESI†)). PCA of sensitivity values also indicates impairment of the co-regulation between S100A4 and capillary growth in the absence of EGFR.

4.2 Simulations of targeted treatment

The network model was investigated in a therapeutic-oriented manner by selectively removing or inhibiting components based on the existing biological knowledge. Quantitative information from simulations revealed that the combined effect enabled the characterization of potential targets for therapeutic intervention and mechanisms leading to drug resistance. We therefore investigated the effect of blocking MMPs and/or S100A4 together with methodical variation of key network components such as EGFR, S100A4 and NF-κB. While S100A4 knockout accentuated the effect on the cell dissociation sensitivity landscape observed earlier by reduced S100A4 activity in the intact network, capillary growth sensitivity followed instead a similar trend as with EGFR inhibition. This confirmed the role of the EGFR-mediated positive feedback loop mentioned in “EGFR-mediated feedback of S100A4 is responsible for multistable buffering patterns” in co-regulating S100A4 and EGFR. In addition, across a higher sensitivity barrier with respect to the intact network, the system devoid of S100A4 was still susceptible to assume pathological regimes due to a very high activity of EGFR. This reveals the presence of a compensation
mechanism that drives the system to a similar behaviour as in the presence of S100A4. It remains to be seen if high levels of active EGFR are indeed observed in tumours, or if tumours devoid of S100A4 and treated by a combination of MMPs and EGFR inhibitors fail to form metastases. Furthermore, when inhibition of MMPs was simulated, the system revealed complete insensitivity to TIMPs on the one hand and steady-state alteration of cell dissociation and capillary growth with respect to the intact network on the other. High activity of S100A4 has in this case too the potential to drive the system beyond a sensitivity barrier determined by EGFR to pathological regimes and consequently compensate for inhibited MMPs. Combination of S100A4 knockout with inhibition of MMPs further impairs both cell dissociation and capillary growth through barriers in the sensitivity landscape that increase sensitivity to EGFR’s activity and at the same time decrease the steady-state levels of cell dissociation.

Interestingly, network modifications involving EGFR-mediated S100A4 translocation did not significantly alter the steady-state levels of cell dissociation and capillary growth but had a strong effect on their sensitivity profile. This effect was marked by an overall increase of the relative sensitivity barrier separating low from high activity levels. In contrast, modifications involving MMPs (inhibited alone or in combination with other targets) resulted in a decrease of cell dissociation and an increase of capillary growth steady-state with respect to the intact network.

5 Conclusions

We used a steady-state simulation method to study a network leading to metastasis in solid cancers (breast cancer in particular), where the key interactions involve S100A4, various MMPs and their tissue inhibitors, EGFR and NF-κB. Through selective knockout or inhibition of the network components, we have studied potential therapeutic interventions. Our results suggest that while MMP inhibitors are not expected to be useful in tumours that express S100A4, they can otherwise be useful as inhibitors of metastasis as long as the concentration of active EGFR in the cells is not too high. Other potential therapies have also been discussed. Overall, our approach is useful to decide on experiments that involve regulation of biological networks.
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